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Fashion Styling Notes
by stylist/fashion designer Robin Fator

When I looked at the original inspiration image by Grzegorz Adamski I
knew that the fashion picks for our photo shoot had to symbolize

futurism, strength, and an element of primitive nature. Because we
used ambiant studio light in intense neon colors I picked a silver

leather motorcycle jacket to reflect the light in it's various tones and
variations. No matter what the context, silver, gold and will always

cause the viewer to think "future". 
The earrings have a botanical shape and make me think of a jungle
vine. A kind of modern, glamorous take on the idea of the concrete
jungle. A reiteration of strength. I picked long statement earrings
because our model had short dark hair. Whenever the model has

exposed ears it is best to play up your biggest statement jewelry piece
on the ears.

The sunglasses were the final touch to complete this too cool for school
futuristic rock and roll vibe. As soon as we put the sunglasses on our
model, we realized they were too big for her face because they kept
slipping down. The solution? We had her hold them up to her face

creating the illusion of her looking out into the vastness of the future
and at the same time creating a bold defined silhouette of her body. It

is always important to create separation between the body and the
arms.

She wore a plain black slip dress underneath. A piece that would not
reflect light and would put the jacket in the spotlight.

Because our location is a small Northern California town, I was not able
to pull clothing from local retailers. I used Rent the Runway, which is
an affordable resource for stylists who need designer clothing quickly

in any location.   


